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Abstract Gels formed from G-actin or other filament-
forming monomers exhibit a range of morphologies that
differ widely in terms of pore size, fiber diameter, degree
of isotropy, and frequency of cross-linking or branching.
These characteristics are determined, in large part, by the
nature and concentration of the proteins that form cross-
links between single filaments, yet little is known how
filament-forming monomers and cross-linkers assemble to
generate a particular network morphology. Some of the
important attributes of a cross-linker are the spatial and
angular orientation of its two filament binding sites, its
size, and stiffness to both rotation and extension. Here, we
introduce a Brownian dynamics (BD) simulation model in
three dimensions in which actin monomers polymerize
and become cross-linked by two types of cross-linking
molecules that form either parallel filament bundles or
perpendicular cross-links. We analyze the effects of
various system parameters on the growth and morphology

of the resulting network. Some scaling behaviors emerge
that are insensitive to the detailed choice of parameters.
Our model thus has the potential as a base BD model that
can be further refined for investigating various actin-
related phenomena.
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Introduction

Actin is one of the most abundant proteins in eukaryotic
cells and plays a central role in cellular mechanobiology,
including such phenomena as migration, structural stability,
and numerous intracellular processes [1]. Monomeric actin
or G-actin self-assembles into double helical filaments or F-
actin, 7∼8 nm in diameter and up to several microns in
length [2], governed by the processes of nucleation,
polymerization, and depolymerization [3]. Three G-actin
monomers are believed to be required for nucleation [3, 4],
which is followed by elongation via assembly primarily at
the plus (barbed) end of the filaments and by shortening via
disassembly into G-actin monomers primarily at the minus
(pointed) end, in a polarized fashion [1].

Actin filaments (F-actin) assemble into stable networks and
bundles that are highly dynamic, generating contractile force
during cell migration in conjunction with motor proteins from
the myosin family, and the filaments are coupled to membrane
proteins that are critical in the response of cells to external
stress [5]. Assembly of filaments is mediated by actin cross-
linking proteins (ACP) such as α-actinin, fascin, fimbrin,
and filamin [2, 6]. Their functional, structural diversity and
wide variations among different organisms [7] indicate that
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ACPs, together with actin, evolved to meet various mechan-
ical needs of the cell.

The structural arrangement of actin binding sites in
ACPs is a major determinant of the organization of F-actin
[2]. If the binding sites are aligned in tandem, as is true for
fimbrin and fascin, ACPs tend to pack actin filaments into
stress fibers as are prevalent in the extension and adhesion
of cells. In contrast, ACPs such as filamin, have relatively
long, flexible arms and tend to align the filaments into a
largely orthogonal network found, e.g., in cortical regions
near a plasma membrane. Consequently, the unique char-
acteristics of ACPs determine the spacing and orientation
between filaments.

This study is motivated by a desire to understand the
structure of an actin network (or a network consisting of
similarly organized monomers) based on a minimal set of
factors such as nucleation and elongation rate constants, G-
actin concentrations, ACP type, and mechanical character-
istics of component structures. An ability to predict network
morphology based on these parameter values has the
potential to provide new insight into various biological
processes (e.g. cell stiffness, migration, and cytoskeletal
morphology). Although we base the model on parameter
values that, to the extent possible, correspond to actin
monomers and filaments, our primary objective is to study
the factors that influence the properties of generic “actin-
like” networks. Therefore, simplifications are introduced
wherever appropriate to reduce computational cost, while
retaining essential features of a 3D polymerized network.

Actin-related phenomena have been extensively mod-
eled. The mechanics of a single actin filament has been
studied using molecular dynamics and coarse-grained
models [8, 9]. Actin polymerization has been simulated
through the combination of free energy calculations,
atomically detailed models, and Brownian dynamics (BD)
[3, 10] and by analytic theory and stochastic-growth
simulation [11]. Others have studied actin filament bun-
dling computationally using an Ising-like mean-field model
[12], BD [13], and normal-mode approximations [7]. In
addition, actin-powered filopodial extension has been
quantified, using Monte Carlo simulation that incorporates
F-actin bundles and membranes [14], and the dynamics of
membranes driven by the extension including membrane
proteins and molecular motors has been also investigated
[15, 16]. Nevertheless, a computational investigation of the
actin network morphology has not yet been considered.

Here, we simulate polymerization of actin monomers
and filament cross-linking by ACPs for a wide range of
parameter values. The effects on resultant structures of
varying each parameter including nucleation rate constant,
initial concentration of actin monomers (CA), ratio of ACP
concentration (CACP) to CA (R), orientation of ACP binding
sites, bending stiffness of filaments, and size of ACPs are

each examined. Their effects are interpreted in terms of
influences on filament length, distance between active
ACPs, matrix connectivity, polymerization time, mean
cross-linking angle, and pore size.

Materials and Methods

In our BD simulation, actin monomers, filaments, and
ACPs undergo thermal motion and interact via defined
binding probabilities. After the network is formed, mor-
phological properties of the network are examined.

Equations of Motion

The underlying equation for BD, the Langevin equation
[17]:

mi
d2ri
dt2

¼ Fi � z i
dri
dt

þ FB
i ð1Þ

is employed, where mi is the mass of the ith molecule (actin
monomer or ACP), ζi is a friction coefficient, ri is the
molecule’s position, and t is time. Fi is a net deterministic
force as described below, and FB

i is a stochastic force
having zero average and correlations FB

i tð ÞFB
i tð Þ� � ¼

2kBTζiδij
$t δ [18], where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is

temperature, δij is the Kronecker delta, δ is a unit second-
order tensor, and Δt is the simulation time step. The friction
coefficient of a molecule, ζi, can be expressed as a function
of molecular diameter σi and medium viscosity η, ζi=3πησi
[19].

Equation (1) is cast in dimensionless form using kBT, ζA,
and σA (diameter of actin monomers) as primary variables,
and dimensionless variables are identified by the tilde “�”.
Recognizing that inertia is negligible on the length scale of
interest, equation (1) takes the simplified dimensionless
form:

deri
det ¼ eFB

i þ eFi

� �
ð2Þ

For numerical simulations, explicit Euler integration is
used to update the locations of molecules:

eri et þ $et� � ’ eri et� �þ deri
det

� �
$et ð3Þ

We chose $et ¼ 3� 10�5, which corresponds to 20.13 ps
with the choice of units shown in Table 1. This also
corresponds to the diffusion time over σA.

Interaction Forces

Four interaction potentials describe excluded volume
effects, bond stretch, bending, and torsion.
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Truncated Lennard-Jones potential A shifted Lennard-
Jones (LJ) potential is employed to simulate excluded
volume effects between molecules.

eULJ er12ð Þ ¼ 4e" eσ12er12
� �12

� eσ12er12
� �6	 
 er12 � 21=6eσ12

0 er12 > 21=6eσ12

8<
: ð4Þ

where e" is a characteristic energy, er12 is the distance
between molecules, er12 ¼ er1 � er2k k, and es12 corresponds
to the average diameter of the two molecules, es 12 ¼
1
2 es 1 þ es 2ð Þ.

Extensional stiffness of a bond in the chain A bond
between two molecules forming a chain is described by a
harmonic potential:

eUs ¼ 1

2
eks er12 �er0ð Þ2 ð5Þ

where eks is a spring constant, and er0 is the bond length at
equilibrium, er0 ¼ es12.

In this bead-spring model, higher values of eks (thus more
stringent control on bond length) would require smaller $et,
which would result in higher computational cost. Therefore,
for a filament, we use an intermediate value, eks;f ¼ 2; 000,

producing strains of 0.05 under a force of 60 pN; in
experiments, the actual strain under a 60 pN axial force on
a filament has been measured to be approximately 0.002
[20, 21]. We confirmed through simulations conducted with
higher values of eks that the properties analyzed were
minimally affected by the lower spring constant.

Bending stiffness Bending rigidity is introduced in terms of
a bending potential of the form:

eUb ¼ 1

2
ekb q � q0ð Þ2 ð6Þ

where ekb is bending stiffness, θ is the angle formed by three
consecutive molecules, and θ0 is the equilibrium angle. This
bending rigidity captures the semi-flexible nature of F-actin
in simulation. In addition, once ACPs bind to filaments,
bending stiffness is assigned to the ACPs to maintain the
desired orientation of binding sites as explained later.

Compared to bond extension, the bending stiffness of
filaments, ekb;f , is more important for the structural properties
of the polymerized network and therefore requires a realistic
value. This can be confirmed by measuring the average
correlation function of the filament orientation [22]:

C sð Þh i ¼ cos θ sð Þ � θ 0ð Þ½ �h i ¼ e� sj j=Lp ð7Þ
where s is the contour length, and Lp is the persistence
length of filaments. Simulating a single 0.9 μm actin
filament undergoing thermal motion, Lp was computed to
be approximately 20 μm with ekb;f ¼ 3; 000, close to values
measured for F-actin in experiments [22, 23]. In fact, these
values satisfy the following relation:

Lp ¼ kb;fsA

kBT
ð8Þ

Torsional stiffness Torsional rigidity is introduced to
maintain the correct angular position of binding sites along
the actin filament:eUt ¼ 1

2
eκt φ� φ0ð Þ2 ð9Þ

where ekt is torsional stiffness, and 6 is the dihedral angle
with an equilibrium (zero torque) value, 60. The method for
defining the binding sites is discussed further below.

Torsional stiffness of actin filaments, ekt;f , is comparable
to bending stiffness [24, 25]. We thus use ekt;f ¼ 1; 000.
This parameter, ekt, also controls the angular orientation
between two cross-linked filaments, as described below.

Geometry

Actin monomers Although F-actin forms a double-stranded
helix [26], for computational efficiency, we employ a

Table 1 List of major parameters with their symbols and values

Variable Symbol Value

Diameter of actin monomers σA 7.0×10−9 [m] (1.0)
Viscosity of medium
(water, 300 K)

η 0.8599×10−3 [kg/m s]

Friction coefficient
of actin monomers

ζA 5.673×10−11 [kg/s] (1.0)

Boltzmann energy (300 K) kBT 4.142×10−21 [J] (1.0)
Time step Δt 20.13×10−12 [s] (3.0×10−5)
Characteristic energy (LJ) " 4.142×10−21 [J]
Spring constant of F-actin �s,f 0.1691 [N/m] (2,000)
Bending stiffness of F-actin �b,f 1.243×10−17 [N m] (3,000)
Torsional stiffness of F-actin �t,f 4.142×10−18 [N m] (1,000)
Probability of nucleation Pn 2.0×10−8, 1.0×10−7,

or 1.0×10−6

Nucleation rate constant kA,n 2.511×1013×Pn [M
−1 s−1]

Elongation rate constant kA,e 1.413×109 [M−1 s−1]
Depolymerization rate
constant

kA,− 0.4967 [s−1]

Unbinding rate of ACPs
without force

k0ACP,− 0.4967 [s−1]

Damköhler number Dan 73.53∼7,371
Initial concentration
of actin monomers

CA 1.51×10−4, 3.59×10−4,
1.21×10−3 [M]

Ratio of CACP to CA R 0, 0.125 or 0.5
Number of ACPs bound
to two filaments

NACP

Stiffnesses of two types of ACPs are given in the text. Numbers in
parentheses are the corresponding dimensionless values as defined in
the text.
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single-stranded bead-spring model in the simulation
[Fig. 1(a)]; a spherical monomer represents two G-actin
monomers, and in order to replicate the correct diameter of
F-actin, the diameter of the monomer in the model is set to
7 nm. Thus, ten monomers comprise one helical turn
reported to be approximately 74 nm [2].

Orientation of the ACP binding site Assuming each G-actin
has a single binding site for ACPs, two ACP binding sites
are assigned to each monomer on opposing sides. Also,
following the helical nature of F-actin, the binding sites
rotate around the filament in a right-handed manner,
making one full rotation over the length of 10 actin
monomers [Fig. 1(b)]. The orientation of these binding
sites is maintained by the torsional stiffness of the filament,ekt;f , as described by equation (9).

Actin cross-linking proteins (ACPs) Two types of ACPs are
tested: relatively short ACPs that bind filaments in a
parallel manner, such as fimbrin, fascin, and α-actinin
(termed ACPB with B denoting “bundle”) or long ACPs
that form a nearly perpendicular cross-link, such as filamin
(termed ACPC with C denoting “cross”). For simplicity,
both types of ACPs are assumed to have a simple, spherical
geometry. In Fig. 1(c), σACP is the diameter of an ACP, θ1 is
the angle between two bond axes, θ2 is the angle between a
bond axis and the axis of a filament, and 61 is the torsional
angle formed by two cross-linked filaments. Additional
harmonic potentials are introduced with extensional, bend-
ing, or torsional stiffness (denoted by ek, with subscripts “s”,
“b”, or “t”, respectively) as well as equilibrium values, for
ACPB:

σACP ¼ 1:5; θ1;eq ¼ π; θ2;eq ¼ π
2
;φ1;eq ¼ 0

eκs ¼ 1; 000; eκb;1 ¼ 500; eκb;2 ¼ 1; 000; eκt;1 ¼ 500

ð10Þ

and for ACPC:

σACP ¼ 3:0; θ1;eq ¼ 1:158; θ2;eq ¼ π
2
;φ1;eq ¼

π
2eκs ¼ 1; 000; eκb;1 ¼ 50; eκb;2 ¼ 1; 000; eκt;1 ¼ 50

ð11Þ

These are chosen by considering structural features of
fimbrin and fascin (ACPB) and filamin (ACPC), where
ACPC tends to be longer and more flexible.

Polymerization and Cross-linking

Overall simulation setup Periodic boundary conditions are
applied to the cubic simulation box. Initially, a specified
number of free actin monomers are uniformly placed within
the cube, and ACPs are positioned in a random manner.
Then, BD simulation as described above is performed, and
polymerization is allowed to proceed until only 1% of free
actin monomers remain. This criterion is admittedly
arbitrary in that the steady state value of free actin
monomers would be <1%, given the relative values of the
polymerization and depolymerization rate constants. More-
over, at this cut-off time, formation of additional cross-links
still occurs slowly due to limited filament mobility. However
it was selected so as to minimize computational cost, and
properties of the polymerized network are quantified to
elucidate effects of various parameters at this point.

Nucleation and growth Nucleation of actin filaments is a
slower process than filament growth [3]. This is accounted
for by dimerization occurring with a probability, Pn, when
two free actin monomers are located within the distance,er12 ¼ 1:1� es12. On the other hand, filament elongation

Fig. 1 (a) The atomic structure of F-actin (left) and the corresponding
bead-spring model (right). The double-stranded helix is approximated
by a single chain of monomers, each corresponding to two G-actins
(Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature 347:
44–49. © 1990). (b) Angular positioning of the ACP binding sites.
Binding sites rotate by π/5 per monomer to account for the helicity of
F-actin. (c) A cross-link viewed from two orthogonal directions. Four
parameters, eσACP, θ1, θ2, and 61, determine the geometry of ACPs. (d)
Cross-link formation. Bonds between one ACP and two monomers are
formed only when the distance and angles fall within specified ranges
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occurs immediately when a free monomer comes within the
distance, er12 ¼ 1:1� es12, from the barbed end, and the
monomer is simultaneously aligned along the filament axis.
In reality, the elongation rate depends slightly on filament
length (age) and the nucleotide status of free actin
monomers [27]. However, to a first approximation, we
ignore these effects and assume a constant elongation rate.

It is useful here to clarify how rate constants for nucleation
and elongation are computed. An observable rate constant can
be influenced by both diffusion and intrinsic reaction mecha-
nisms. For these calculations, nucleation is reaction-limited,
whereas elongation is primarily diffusion-limited. From
simulation, we obtained empirical expressions for the nucle-
ation rate constant, kA,n, and elongation rate constant, kA,e.

kA;n ¼ 2:51� 1013 � Pn M�1s�1
� � ð12Þ

kA;e ¼ 1:41� 109 M�1s�1
� � ð13Þ

Depolymerization is also allowed according to a speci-
fied unbinding rate constant (kA,−) but rarely occurs on the
time scale of this simulation.

Cross-linking Cross-linking of two filaments by an ACP
occurs via the following two steps. First, an ACP binds to a
monomer of a filament under the following conditions:

erA�ACP � 1:1� eσA þ eσACPð Þ
2

;

θ1 � θ1;eq
�� �� � 0:1745 10�ð Þ;

θ2 � θ2;eq
�� �� � 0:1745

ð14Þ

where erA�ACP is the distance between an actin monomer
and an ACP.

Next, a cross-link is formed when the filament-bound
ACP binds to a monomer that is a part of another filament
under the conditions in equation (14), plus:

φ1 � φ1;eq

�� �� � 0:1745 ð15Þ
In this model, unbinding of ACPs occurs according to

Bell’s equation [28]:

kACP;� ¼ k0ACP;� exp
γFb

kBT

� �
ð16Þ

where k0ACP;� is a zero-force unbinding rate constant, g is
the mechanical compliance of the bond between ACP and a
monomer of the filament, and Fb is the applied force on the
ACP-monomer bond.

Characterization of Polymerized Structures

Polymerization time Polymerization time, tp, is defined as
the time required to incorporate 99% of actin monomers

into filaments. As shown below, tp is a function of kA,n,
provided the Damköhler number [29]:

Dan � tn
td

¼ 1
�
kA;nCA

ζAr
2
0

�
6kBT

� 1 ð17Þ

where tn is the nucleation time, and td is the diffusion time over
r0, the initial separation distance between actin monomers,
where r0 ¼ 500� NAVO � CAð Þ�1=3 (NAVO is Avogadro’s
number).

A dimensionless polymerization time is then:

etp � tp
ζAσ

2
A

�
kBT

¼ tp s½ �
6:711� 10�7

ð18Þ

Filament length From equilibrated networks, the distribu-
tion of filament length, Lf, is analyzed and expressed in
normalized form, Lf/σA.

Distances between active ACPs Lc is defined as the
distance between two ACPs which cross-link two filaments,
and its corresponding dimensionless form is eLc ¼ Lc=σA. In
structures containing ACPC, Lc can be considered an
alternative measure of pore size with its variance as a
measure of network inhomogeneity. In the case of bundled
networks, Lc is largely determined by the prescribed
spacing between cross-links on bundled filaments. Conse-
quently, the difference in the distribution of Lc is a useful
means to distinguish the two types of networks.

Cross-linking angle Angular distributions between two
cross-linked filaments, 61, are measured at the point of
cross-linking, which ranges between 0 and π.

Network connectivity Connectivity of the actin cytoskele-
ton is considered an important property for mechanotrans-
duction and signal transmission [30] and is evaluated using
the adjacent matrix technique. Each filament is numbered
from 1 to N, where N is the total number of filaments. Then,
an N×N matrix, Q, is created such that all elements along
its diagonal and below are zero. The value of an element
above the diagonal, Qi,j, is either one or zero depending on
whether the ith and jth filaments are cross-linked (1) or not
(0). This matrix has the property that, if the matrix is
multiplied by itself k times, the sum of all elements in the
resultant matrix,

P
i;j
Qk
��
i;j
, indicates how many sets of k+1

filaments are connected by ACPs. Therefore, the sum
provides information about the degree of connectivity
corresponding to percolation, which in turn relates to the
mechanical stiffness of a random elastic network [31–33].

Pore size A particularly useful parameter in the context of
transport through the network is pore size distribution. This
is measured by placing many small spheres uniformly
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within the network, increasing their diameters until con-
tacting the surrounding filaments, and finally, adjusting
their center position so that maximum possible growth is
achieved within each pore. Redundant spheres are elimi-
nated, and the diameters of remaining spheres are regarded
as those of pores. Pore size can be expressed in a
dimensionless form, Lpore/σA.

Properties of bundles Actin bundling and the formation of
stress fibers are common in response to mechanical stimuli,
often occurring near the leading edge in a migrating cell,
and they have important implications to cell stiffness.
Consequently, the process of bundling by ACPB is of
particular interest. Here, we evaluate the length and
effective diameter of bundles; bundle length is taken as
the maximum end-to-end distance of the entire collection of
filaments in a given bundle. The effective diameter of a
bundle ignoring the size of the ACPs is sb ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nf ;b

p
sA,

where Nf,b is the effective number of filaments in the cross-
section of a bundle, defined as sum of all filament lengths
in the bundle divided by its end-to-end contour length.

Results

Overall Network Morphology

Two examples of polymerized structures cross-linked by
ACPB and ACPC are provided in Fig. 2, showing only those
filaments in cross-linked structures with connectivity ≥3.
Several characteristic differences can readily be seen. Since
ACPC link more filaments, the network in Fig. 2(b) looks
much denser. Bundles are clearly visible when ACPB are
used, but the extent of bundling is somewhat less than might
be expected based on observations of thick stress fibers in

vivo (see discussions). ACPC generate more homogeneous
networks, although this needs to be reassessed when all
filaments are present, using measures such as pore size
distributions.

Dependence on System Size

While the use of periodic boundary conditions should
minimize the adverse consequences of a small computational
domain, certain effects, such as bundling into larger fibers,
may not be accurately captured if the domain is too small. In
addition, a small domain can lead to larger statistical
variations in the properties we analyze to characterize the
network. We used variability in filament length, Lf, to
measure simulation consistency and to determine the trade-
off between the accuracy of a large system and the numerical
uncertainty of a smaller one. As seen in Fig. 3, increasing the
system size results in more consistent results; <Lf/σA>
approaches a well-defined value and exhibits less fluctuation.
This corresponds to an increase in the number of actin
monomers from 512 to 27,000. Based on this, we chose to
conduct all simulations using a computational domain
containing 8,000 actin monomers. The corresponding do-
main size depends on CA used in each condition, ranging
from 40σA (CA=1.21 mM) to 80σA (CA=151 μM).

Analysis of Polymerized Structures

There are many independent parameters in the model.
However, we chose and systematically combined the follow-
ing values to examine their effects on resulting structures:

1. Nucleation rate constant: Dan=73.53∼7,371 (Pn=1×
10−6, 1×10−7, or 2×10−8)

2. Initial concentration of actin monomers: CA=151 μM,
359 μM, or 1.21 mM

Fig. 2 Examples of polymer-
ized structures: (a) ACPB and
(b) ACPC at CA=151 μM, Dan=
7,371 and R=0.5; ACPs (red
spheres) and filaments (rods).
To emphasize the cross-linked
structures, only sets of filaments
cross-linked by ACPs (connec-
tivity≥3) are displayed with
different colors indicating sepa-
rate sets of cross-linked fila-
ments. Simulation boxes are
duplicated in each direction to
better visualize the bundles, so
the width of the figure is
1.12 μm (560 nm×2). For visu-
alization, VMD is used [47]
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3. Ratio of ACP-to-actin concentration: R=CACP/CA=0,
0.125, or 0.5

4. Type of ACP: pure ACPB, pure ACPC, or half ACPB

and half ACPC

From the above parameter values, we selected 51
independent simulations. For plotting results in dimension-
less format, we introduce the volume or solid fraction, 6, as
a dimensionless initial concentration of actin monomer:

6 ¼ 54:06� CA M½ � ð19Þ
Polymerization time In all conditions tested, etp is much
shorter than the values observed in experiments. This
difference is due to larger kA,n and kA,e used in the
simulation for computational efficiency. However, if the
ratio between kA,n and kA,e is chosen properly, the resultant
polymerized structure in the simulation should be similar to
the real one. Differences might still exist, though, due to
“aging” of the network associated with adjustments over
time that would naturally occur as cross-links break and
reform.etp depends on Dan and 6 as in Fig. 4(a), and plottingetp65=6 versus Dan causes the curves to collapse [Fig. 4(b)],
which suggests the scaling:

etp � 6�5=6Da1=2n � C�5=6
A k�1

A;nC
�1=3
A

� �1=2
� 1

k1=2A;nCA

ð20Þ

Filament length Computed distributions of Lf are shown in
Fig. 5(a), the mean values of which [Fig. 5(b)] can be
collapsed into a single master curve [Fig. 5(c)] using the
following scaling relation:

Lf=σAh i � Dan6
1=3

� �1=2
� 1

k1=2A;n

ð21Þ

This shows that both Lf=σAh i and etp scale as kA,n
−1/2.

Distances between active ACPs The distributions of Lc for
different ACP types highlight differences in the resulting
networks. Results show that the distribution for networks
containing ACPB has two peaks at about 5σA and 10σA
[Fig. 6(a)] corresponding to the distance between bundling
cross-linkers located between two filaments every half or full
helical turn [cf. Fig. 1(b)]. This is consistent with electron
microscopy [2, 34]. By comparison, the distribution of Lc for
ACPC is significantly different, decreasing monotonically
without any distinguishable peaks, and generally having a
wider distribution, although this is somewhat dependent on
the particular parameter values used [Fig. 6(b)].

For larger Dan, filaments are longer, leading to an
increase in the range of Lc as large Lc can occur only with
long filaments. Also, the number of ACPs that actually
cross-link filaments (active ACPs), NACP, can influence the
overall count in the y-axis of Fig. 6.

Cross-linking angle Cross-linking angle is an indicator of
whether the network consists of filaments that are largely
bundled or are arranged in a more random, homogeneous
fashion, and it is primarily determined by the type of ACP.

Fig. 4 (a) etp as a function of Dan. Unless noted otherwise, error bars
in all subsequent figures (Figs. 5 and 8) are obtained from the 51
combinations of the four parameters mentioned in text. The top line
has a slope of 0.5. (b) Same data as in (a), but withetp multiplied by 65/6

Fig. 3 Dependence of the mean filament length on the system size at
Dan=73.53 and CA=1.21 mM, where the domain size means the
width of cubical computational domain

Exp Mech (2009) 49:91–104 97



For ACPB, the average cross-linking angle is −2.39±3.98°
(close to 0), and the standard deviation is relatively narrow
due to large ekt;1. By comparison, for ACPC, the average is
87.5±10.5° (close to π/2), where the larger standard
deviation is due to the smaller value of ekt;1.

Connectivity Connectivity is a measure of the extent to
which the network is cross-linked, and its degree is
evaluated by using the adjacent matrix method explained
above. For example, in the projected image of Fig. 7(a), one
collection of seven cross-linked filaments (connectivity=7)
is highlighted. In this particular case, the cross-linked

structure extends nearly all the way across the computa-
tional domain (outer box). This example is taken from a
simulation using ACPC, so all filaments are seen to form
nearly right angles at cross-link points.

The degree of connectivity, measured by the sum of all
elements in the resultant matrix P

i;j
Qk
��
i;j

 !
, varies widely with

the number of functional cross-links, so data are first
normalized by dividing the number of clusters with a given
connectivity by the number of clusters with connectivity=2.
It is apparent that the degree of connectivity for networks
with ACPC is greater than that with ACPB [Fig. 7(b) and
(c)]. In addition, connectivity of networks cross-linked by
ACPC depends on Dan [Fig. 7(b)], whereas Dan has little
effect on the network with ACPB. This is because longer
filaments have a greater opportunity to form extended
structures with high connectivity when cross-linked at right
angles than shorter filaments.

Pore size Mean pore size, <Lpore>, is proportional to CA
−1/3

[Fig. 8(a)]; i.e., proportional to r0, and the relationship is
relatively unaffected by the type of ACPs used in the
simulation, at least for the range of conditions tested here.

However, differences can be seen in the shapes of the
distribution with ACPB tending to have a broader spread
with a lower peak. This suggests, as one would expect, that

Fig. 6 (a) Distribution of distances between active ACPs of 12
bundled structures (ACPB). Each of the 12 structures has a condition
that is a set of three parameters: Dan=73.53∼7,371 (Pn=1×10

−6, 1×
10−7, or 2×10−8), CA=151 μM or 359 μM, R=0.125 or 0.5. (b) 12
structures cross-linked by ACPC. Conditions for the structures are the
same as part (a) except that ACPC is used

Fig. 5 (a) Sample filament length distributions for four different
simulations at Dan=147.4 and CA=151 μM. (b) Mean filament length
as a function of Dan for three different solid fractions. (c) Same data as
in (b), but with Dan multiplied by Φ1/3 to illustrate the scaling with
concentration
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ACPC tend to produce networks with a more homogeneous
distribution of pore sizes, while the broader distribution with
ACPB arises from the fact that pores can exist either near the
branchings of bundled filaments or between bundles. This
tendency is most accentuated when filaments are long (large
Dan) compared to the size of the simulation box.

Length and diameter of bundles Bundle length is primarily a
function of Dan at the time when the simulations are

terminated, and it tends to be somewhat less than twice the
average filament length (1.5 for small Dan, 1.7 for medium
Dan, 1.9 for large Dan). This is consistent with the
observations that the mean effective diameter of bundles falls
within a narrow range (1.5σA∼2.3σA; slightly larger value
with smaller CA), and that connectivity falls off abruptly for
values greater than two. As discussed further below, this
result might have been influenced by the fact that NACP was
still increasing when the simulations were stopped.

Effects of Other Parameters on the Network Structure

Two additional parameters were varied, but less systematically
than in the cases above. Here, we summarize their effects
using a baseline case for which all the other parameter values
are held constant.

Bending stiffness Filament bending stiffness, ekb;f , was
selected to produce a persistence length comparable to the
actual value. We tested its effect by reducing it tenfoldekb;f¼ 3; 000 ! 300
� �

in the following conditions.

Dan=1,474, CA=151 μM (constant), R=0.125 or 0.5

ACP type=pure ACPB, pure ACPC, or a mixture with
half of each.

Fig. 7 (a) An example of percolation at Dan=7,371, CA=151 μM,
and R=0.5. The outer box corresponds to the computational domain
whose width is 560 nm. Among all filaments in the box, only seven
filaments cross-linked by ACPC are shown, and they mostly cross the
domain from one boundary to the other. (b) Distribution of the
network connectivity, with ACPB at R=0.125 or 0.5, CA=151 μM or
359 μM, scaled by the number of filaments with connectivity 2. Each
color represents a different Pn and thus a different Dan (Dan slightly
depends on CAwith the same Pn). (c) The same distribution for ACPC,
showing stronger dependence on Dan

Fig. 8 (a) Mean pore size versus Φ−1/3. (b) Pore size distribution at
Dan=7,371, CA=151 μM, and R=0.5
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Noticeable differences were changes in <Lf/σA> by
+10%, etp by −8%, NACP by +38%, and an increase in
connectivity (Fig. 9).

These changes are due to the fact that when the filaments
are allowed to fluctuate more, their barbed ends undergo
greater diffusive motions and thus encounter more free
monomers for elongation. Subsequently, quicker elongation
causes a reduction in polymerization time and greater filament
length. Furthermore, flexible filaments can more easily satisfy
geometric conditions for cross-linking, resulting in an increase
in NACP and a consequent increase in connectivity.

Size of ACPC In our simulation, ACPC is three times as
large as that of actin monomers, reflecting their actual
relative sizes. It is possible, however, that the large diameter
could influence the nature of the polymerized structures.
Therefore, we reduced its diameter from 3σA to σA and ran
simulations in the following four conditions:

Dan=1,102 (359 μM) or 1,474 (151 μM) (Pn=1.0×10
−7)

CA=151 μM or 359 μM, R=0.125 or 0.5

ACP type=pure ACPC

This resulted in changes in <Lf/σA> by +8%,etp by −9%,
and variations in NACP and connectivity [Fig. 10(a) and (b)]

At highCA and highDan, <Lf/σA> is affected since filament
elongation is hampered by other filaments and ACPs.
Likewise, the assumed size of ACPC is large compared to an
actin monomer, so the free ACPs may lead to volume
exclusion effects, which can limit monomer access to the
barbed ends of filaments and thereby reduce the effective rate
of elongation. Thus, etp may be reduced with smaller ACPs.

The variation in NACP is more complicated. We expected
that NACP would decrease at all four conditions due to the
narrower binding region for filaments. However, while at R=
0.125, NACP is decreased, at R=0.5, it is increased. One
possible explanation is that the increase at R=0.5 is caused
by the reduced volume exclusion effects. In other words, the
system is too crowded for ACPC to easily bind filaments
when larger ACPs are used. Therefore, reduction in volume
exclusion appears to be more important than the reduction in
the filament binding sites in ACPC. Connectivity naturally
decreases at R=0.125 but is enhanced at R=0.5 due to the
changes in NACP.

Fig. 9 Variations in (a) NACP and (b) connectivity as a function of
bending stiffness. Conditions on the x-axis in (a) are: (Dan=1,474 and
CA=151 μM for all cases; 1, 3, 5: R=0.125 and 2, 4, 6: R=0.5; 1, 2:
ACPB, 3, 4: ACPC, and 5, 6: half ACPB and half ACPC)

Fig. 10 Variations in (a) NACP and (b) connectivity as a function of
the size of ACPC. Conditions on the x-axis in (a) are: (Dan=1,102∼
1,474 (Pn=10

−7) for all cases; 1, 3: CA=359 μM and 2, 4: CA=
151 μM; 1, 2: R=0.125 and 3, 4: R=0.5)
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Polymerization Dynamics

Although simulations were continued until 99% of mono-
mers were incorporated into filaments, there is no guarantee
that the network has achieved a steady state. Another
measure that we examined was the number of ACPs that
were either free in solution or bound to a single filament
and therefore still available to cross-link two filaments.
Using this measure, the network is clearly still evolving at
the time the simulations were terminated, although the rate
of continued evolution was a weak function of time,
varying as t−0.05 (Fig. 11). Due to the small range of
variation in “4000-NACP”, it is difficult to distinguish
power-law from exponential behavior in these results.

Discussion

Significance of Models

It is widely recognized that polymerized actin can take on a
variety of conformations within the cell, controlled by a
mix of actin cross-linking, branching, capping, and severing
proteins, among other factors. They range from nearly
isotropic networks to highly aligned filament bundles such
as stress fibers. While various structures have been
observed, little is understood regarding their assembly.
Here, we use a minimalistic approach by using only actin
monomers and two types of ACPs, and by simplifying the

actin filament structure, all with the intent of examining the
factors that might influence network morphometry. While
these simplifications preclude a truly realistic representation
of the actin cytoskeleton, the results should still prove useful
for understanding how the network structure is regulated.
Moreover, the present model can be extended for simulating
other essential processes after modifications, such as force
transmission through cells and mechanotransduction.

Parameters of ACPs

We employed two kinds of ACPs having different
parameter values to represent two major groups of ACPs:
ACPB, bundling filaments in parallel and ACPC, cross-
linking filaments at nearly a right angle. Each ACP
produced a characteristic network and yielded different
distributions of properties, such as cross-linking angle Lc,
and connectivity. However, the effects of the other
parameters related to ACPs sACP; q2;eq; eks; ekb;1; ekb;2; ekt;1

� �
were not systematically investigated in the present study
although they are known to affect various network
properties [35–37]. In addition, while the atomic structures
of many ACPs are currently known, many questions remain
regarding the mechanism of cross-linking and what factors
govern network morphology. For instance, why filamin
tends to form an orthogonal network at low concentrations
but produces bundles when filamin concentration is
increased [38], is not yet clearly understood. Further studies
will be needed to elucidate these important issues.

Fig. 11 Number of ACPs not
bound to two filaments for six
cases with CA=151 μM and R=
0.5 (4,000 ACPs). Bold lines
show polymerization up to the
end point when the simulations
stopped, and dash lines corre-
spond to longer simulations after
it. All curves exhibit the power–
law behavior of −0.05 at inter-
mediate time range. The two
curves with the highest Dan
appear to approach a steady
state
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Filament Bundling

One of the major questions that this model can address is
the transition from a homogeneous network to a bundled
network containing stress fibers, each comprised of a large
number of small filaments. In the present simulations,
bundles typically contained no more than a few individual
filaments. This is partly because the simulations were
terminated before reaching a true steady state; while actin
polymerization is completed on a relatively short time
scale, binding of ACPs and subsequent cross-linking of
filaments occur more slowly, and the network was
continuing to evolve at the end of the simulation
(Fig. 11). In those few simulations that were carried out
for a longer time, we observed some further bundling, but
the excessive computational requirements of these longer
simulations precluded a comprehensive study. The small
system size (280∼560 nm) also made it difficult to simulate
the formation of stress fibers in cells, whose diameter can
be as large as 500 nm.

When the network is subjected to mechanical strains,
two new effects will arise. First, bonds will rupture more
readily, following Bell’s equation. Second, once a bond
ruptures, the network will locally reorganize, resulting in
alignment of filaments in the direction of stress [39]. This
provides a natural mechanism for stress fiber formation and
will also contribute to network annealing.

Annealing of Networks

As discussed above, our criterion for terminating the
simulation was based on the number of monomers left
after polymerization, which was not a steady state with
regard to cross-linking events within the network. While
this has little effect on either mean polymerization time or
mean filament length [equations (20) and (21)], other
quantities related to the extent of cross-linking, such as
NACP, Lc, and connectivity could be affected by the choice
made for the end point of the simulation. Furthermore, there
is an additional issue of the strong dependence of the total
simulation time on Dan. To investigate such possible
effects, we carried out a few simulations with different
conditions for longer times.

While Fig. 11 demonstrates that the number of active
cross-links continues to slowly evolve, the behavior
depicted in the figure provides an approximate means for
estimating the time to full equilibration. In this context,
equilibration can be viewed as the state in which the
formation of new cross-links is balanced by their unbinding
rate. If the network were athermal, then the unbinding rate
would simply be characterized by the rate constant, k0ACP;�.
Due to thermal fluctuations, combined with the use of
Bell’s equation, the actual rate of unbinding is found in the

simulation to be considerably higher, with effective rate
constants as determined from the simulations: approximate-
ly 100 and 30 s−1 for ACPB and ACPC, respectively. An
estimate of the time for equilibration can then be obtained
by equating the unbinding rate as determined from these
estimates to the bond formation rate as characterized by the
power-law behavior in Fig. 11. This leads to values of
about 5 and 10 ms for ACPB and ACPC, respectively. One
simulation with ACPB and the highest Dan in Fig. 11
almost reaches this estimate, and NACP seems to approach a
plateau. While this does not necessarily imply that network
annealing could not cause further evolution in the network,
it does demonstrate the existence of a longer characteristic
time than would have been inferred from the rate constants
alone.

Implications for Cytoskeletal Rheology

The power-law dependence apparent in Fig. 11 is of
particular interest, and is potentially relevant to two as yet
unexplained tendencies observed in cytoskeletal networks.
One observation is that cells exhibit a phenomenon termed
fluidization under high degrees of shear, characterized by a
sudden drop in shear modulus that recovers on a time scale
of minutes. This has been observed in fibroblasts [40],
neutrophils [41], and human airway smooth muscle cells
tethered to a flexible substrate and suddenly subjected to
strain [42]. Under the high strains used in these experi-
ments, cross-links are likely broken, and they would then
recover (reform) on a time scale determined by the
formation of new cross-links, characterized by the long
time power-law behavior associated with network reorga-
nization rather than the much shorter time scales deter-
mined by kACP,on for ACPs free in solution. This
phenomenon has also been termed “healing” in the sense
that the ruptured matrix heals by the gradual (re-)formation
of broken cross-links. A second observation is that cells
exhibit power-law rheology with no apparent intrinsic time-
scale. Due to active actomyosin contractions present in all
living cells, cross-links will be ruptured, and subsequently
reform at a rate in excess of the normal unbinding rate,
following a behavior such as that of Bell’s law [equa-
tion (16)]. Creation of new bonds would not behave as a
first order reaction, but would instead follow the power-law
behavior of Fig. 11. While the direct link between these two
phenomena is not yet clear, it is intriguing to speculate
about a possible connection.

Potential Refinements of the Model

Nucleation Since one monomer represents two G-actins, a
dimer has been assumed to constitute a stable nucleus in the
simulation, whereas it has been demonstrated that a trimer of
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G-actins forms a critical nucleus [3, 4]. We find that <Lf/σA>
is independent of CA because both average nucleation and
elongation rates are linearly proportional to CA. However,
this might not be true in experiments. In contrast to the dimer
nucleus model, a trimer nucleus model will have two lag
phases, causing the nucleation rate to depend more strongly
on CA, as has been demonstrated by experiments and
simulations [3]. In the event that the two average rates
depend differently on CA, <Lf/σA> will likely vary with CA.
The current model could capture more realistic behavior by
employing two lag phases or letting the nucleation probabil-
ity depend on CA.

Friction coefficient In the present simulation, the friction
coefficient of actin monomers, ζA, is assumed to be ζA=
3πησA, according to the simple Stokes-Einstein relation,
regardless of whether they are free in solution or have been
incorporated into a filament. In reality, the friction
coefficient differs if the monomers become a part of a
filament due to hydrodynamic interactions, and it also
depends on the filament length. Also, hydrodynamic
interactions between filaments can alter frictional drag
[43]. In addition, unlike a spherical object, the friction
coefficient of the filament depends on the direction of
external flow. These effects can all be incorporated, but
they increase the complexity of the model with a
consequent reduction in computational efficiency.

Electrostatic interaction Strictly speaking, because actin
monomers and filaments have nonzero charge, electrostatic
interactions will be present and should be accounted for in
the simulation. These effects can alter actin dynamics as a
result of variations in salt concentration [44, 45]. Again,
such effects could be included, but not without incurring
enormous computational costs associated with these long-
range interactions.

Validation of parameters In the present simulation, values
of parameters are taken from independent measurements
wherever possible, or validated by comparison to other
experiments. In some cases, however, no such empirical
support could be found, so the values are not rigorously
verified. Further single molecule measurements and molec-
ular dynamics simulation will aid in more accurate
estimation of these parameters, which are currently being
actively pursued.

Computational domain size and attainable time range
Current simulations are restricted to small domains
(∼560 nm) and short times (1∼10 ms). Although we
considered the finite size effect, further investigation is
necessary. In addition, as mentioned above, large bundles or
annealing of networks were not observed. To resolve these

limitations, parallel processing schemes would be necessary.
In addition, further coarse-graining, as might be accomplished
by transforming segments of the actin filament into cylindrical
segments, is currently being developed. The combined
benefits of parallel processing and further coarse-graining
promise considerable enhancement in efficiency.

Applications and Future Work

Our model has the potential to be used to simulate a variety
of other actin-related phenomena, e.g., to gain insight into
the variations of viscoelastic modulus in actin gels [46],
which is typically quantified in terms of the complex shear
modulus over a range of frequencies from 0.1∼104 Hz. To
this end, we are currently analyzing thermal motions of the
filaments. Furthermore, new insights into cell motility and
lamellipodium protrusion are possible. As a long-term goal,
the simulation of mechanotransduction through focal adhe-
sions and cell–cell junctions can be performed by adding
membranes and transmembrane proteins, such as integrin and
talin. These have the potential as a multi-scale model for
elucidating the mechanism of force transduction in vivo.
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